A new efficient memory-based FFT calculation method is presented using dual-port memories. Algorithm mainly targets Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA). A semi-in-place calculation of FFT stages is presented to have both reads and writes in a single clock while keeping the memory size equal to the FFT size. The "semi-" word implies that the writes are not to the original/expected position. At each intermediate calculation, the outputs are written to the position where the reads are done so that the unused data is not overwritten. Compared to multi-bank memory FFT approaches, proposed memory addressing schema is both simpler to logically establish and requires lower count of logical elements. It is shown that the proposed approach accomplishes FFT task in lowest count of clock cycles among the single bank memory-based FFT algorithms. However, two-port single-bank size-N memory requirement limits the proposed design to radix-2.
INTRODUCTION
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is one of the main and most used operations in signal processing. However, it is computationally intensive in its basic form given as proposed and implemented ranging from memory-based to pipelined architectures for both software and hardware implementations. Requirements of the application mostly dictates how it is implemented since all methods have advantages and disadvantages in terms of speed, latency, design complexity, power dissipation, chip-surface area and number of logic elements when implemented in hardware. Similar arguments exist for software implementations too. 
Radix-2 algorithms split N-point DFT into two N/2-point DFTs as
and continue splitting until it is calculated using 2-point DFTs. Since the number of operations (adds and multiplies) are reduced, it is calculated faster, hence the name Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is started being used, albeit FFT is no different than DFT other than the calculation order. For the splitting 797 can be done, the number of points at each sub-parts must be a multiple of r, called An example radix-2 N=16 input points FFT calculation structure is given in Figure 1 . Entire FFT is calculated by the same 32 2-point FFT architecture. These 2-point FFT structures are called processing elements (PE) and all PEs are made of a butterfly like sum-difference connections and a multiplier. All PEs are same except the constant multiplier at the lower-leg of the butterfly. This structure lends itself to recursive/repetitive algorithms that use a single PE shown in Figure 2 . When r gets bigger, algorithmic complexity is further reduced but data transfer paths get more complex.
In this paper, a radix-2 memory-based FFT method is proposed. The term "memory-based" usually mean that the data (and intermediate data) are held in conventional memory blocks and they are retrieved when needed for calculations. Conventional memory usage has implications/limitations on the number of read/write data paths. However, many researchers [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] proposed methods to overcome this limitation by dividing memory into blocks that have separate addressing circuitry (address decoders).
In general, storage area requirements are much larger than chip areas required by processing, address generation and twiddle factor generation/storage. Therefore, it is logical to attempt to reduce main and [3] also required multibank memory where they claim 50% area reduction. [7] uses coprime access technology to avoid memory access conflicts which might be faced in multibank designs. It should be noted that these approaches require at least 2N memory while improving throughput.
Multi-bank approaches [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , while allowing multiple reads/writes simultaneously and increasing throughput by implementing higher radix algorithms, also introduce additional circuit complexity for handling multiple memory banks. Most of the proposed algorithms [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] use larger memory than FFTsize for performance improvement which may hit resource limitations for larger FFT-sizes. In this paper, we aim to design an FFT processor that is simplest to understand, lowest in resources and lowest in operation clock counts. At the same time, we wished the processor to be expandable and easily modifiable when designed using HDL. Therefore, we opt to use a single block of dual-port memory that is available in many FPGAs. This, however, limits us to r=2 when r-point FFT completion is targeted in one single clock cycle.
PROPOSED METHOD

Use of Dual Port Memories
Dual port memory blocks are in wide-spread use in FPGAs. Although the second port introduces additional address decoder logic, many digital designers prefer them in the designs where two writes and reads are needed at the same time, simplifying the design and eliminating the need for additional clock cycle. These are especially useful in the projects with stringent real-time requirements. A dual port memory block can be modeled as illustrated in Figure 3 . Dual port memory blocks usually have different operating modes for different requirements of the application. Read-Before-Write mode can be used to output data from a memory location while writing new data into the same location at the same time. In fact, this is the mode that is used in designing the FFT processor presented in this paper. Since memory output ports are buffered until the next clock cycle, there is no need for additional buffer. However, depending on the non-existence of an output buffer, one may need to add a buffer with the width of the stored data at a small surface area cost. The key to calculate entire single-block-memory-based FFT in minimum number of clock cycles is to read new data for processing while writing previously calculated values into memory simultaneously. With single block memory, this can only be done when read and write operations are on the same memory address. Since addresses must be updated at the same clock pulses that reads/writes occur, values calculated for the memory positions (i,j), for example, cannot be written back to (i, j) as implied in Figure 1 . However, calculated values can be written to next read positions and values at these positions can be read at the same time.
The situation is illustrated in Figure 4 . In a clock cycle, 2 positions are read through ports P0 and P1 (shown on the left) and two positions are filled with current PE outputs (shown on the right). Memory positions for reading and writing must be the same since there are only two ports. However, written data is not related to data currently being read but belongs to the previously read ones.
Memory read/write operations for the first FFT stage is illustrated in Figure 5 where input data 
if the operation were really in-place. This rotation allows us to complete a single PE calculation in a single clock period. With such an approach described here and used in this paper, all stages (complete FFT) are completed in 

clock cycles. This is the lowest count of clock cycles among the algorithms that use single PE and single block memory in the literature and this one is not in the literature yet. In fact, single memory block algorithms are extremely rare. PE utilization is close to 100% for large FFTs. Divergence from 100% is caused by the extra clock cycles spent between clusters.
Memory Address Generation
Address control circuitry shown as a block in Figure 4 is binary counter based. Current stage number (ranging from 0 to N bits. Figure 6 shows the values of these counters at each calculation step of 16-point FFT. t =x marks the points where the results of the previously calculated values (currently at the output) of PE are being written but the values read at the same time are to be ignored. Since these values are not used, the value of t is also unimportant, hence it is marked as x, meaning "don't care". At the rows just below the xs, new values are read from the new cluster but the values written at the same time are meaningless (PE outputs for the irrelevant values previously read). One can avoid writing of these dummy values by replacing them with 0s but it is not necessary as they will be replaced by actual values in the subsequent operations. Nevertheless, at these points, value written at address 1 a actually overwrites the value required in the following read. Therefore, the value read at the same time must be kept in a register to be used afterwards. For example, the values read from 1 a =9 in the stage s =1 ( Figure   6 ) must be stored for the subsequent operation that uses this value. This is the only place where a data commutator (mux) is needed in the entire proposed FFT architecture (not counting address decoders of memories).
The net result at the end of every stage is that stage output values are placed at their succeeding positions and the last value will be written at memory position 0 (all positions are rotated down). This poses no problem as long as an appropriate offset value is added to the addresses in the subsequent stages. Obviously, implied addressing circuitry can also be realized in several other ways. Registers come quite cheap in FPGAs. Therefore, instead of having a single counter and generating all other signals from it, assigning their own counters and related logic to all multibit logic signals is preferable for reducing combinatorial circuitry and consequently improving operation frequency. Whatever the design criteria are, it can be pre-said that PE combinatorial logic is probably the critical path for the complete FFT design as it will contain complex adders followed by a complex multiplier with desired precision. Therefore, it can be concluded that, unless PE is improved for higher clock frequencies, the rest of the design should have no impact on operating frequency. Number of clock pulses from the beginning to Similarly, as most of the used area on the chip is occupied by the memory as expected for large N, efficient memory usage (excluding discrete registers) is also comparable. The proposed design is compared to other memory-based FFT architectures in conclusion section.
Twiddle ROM
Twiddle ROM supplies complex multiplier constants to PEs. A multitude of researchers worked on twiddle factors to reduce the memory size required to hold them. The work is actually in parallel with the sinusoidal signal generation using direct digital synthesis (DDS) methods since storage area (for storing sine signal samples) reduction is desired in both [11, 12] . For an N-point FFT there are N/2 complex multipliers that need either to be stored or calculated in run-time. Reduction is generally based on the symmetry of twiddle factors on unit-circle (  Figure 7b) . In this work, basic half symmetry is implemented. That is, no compression is implemented and for an N-point FFT, size N/2 memory (ROM) is needed. Figure 1 and Figure 6 together show that the constants stored in a memory can easily be addressed by the address counter a when the twiddle ROM size is N/2 and s=00. Content of this memory is illustrated in Figure 7a , along with the corresponding points on unit circle on r-i complex plane (  Figure 7b ). , meaning that half of these values can be easily calculated from the other half. That is, when twiddle ROM size is N/4, t=N/2-t' address conversion is applied when the calculated address t' is greater than N/4 in order to find the actual driving address. And when this is done, sign of the real part read from memory is changed to obtain the actual value. For small FFTs, this is not feasible, considering the added circuitry for comparison, subtraction, sign change etc. On the other hand, for large FFTs, such an implementation can save considerable ROM area. For larger FFTs, one might even consider using 4-fold symmetry which involves switching real and imaginary parts too, requiring datawide multiplexers. Even for much larger FFTs, twiddle factors can be and are calculated using an iterative method, requiring the storage of only a single complex constant. Since this paper is on FFT calculation part, we stored all required multipliers in an N/2 sized memory in the experimental implementation. 
CONCLUSION
A simple radix-2 FFT method that uses a single memory block is presented. The proposed approach is implemented using VHDL and tested on Xilinx FPGAs with dual-port memory blocks. Since we aimed for minimum memory size and simplest architecture, we limited ourselves to radix-2 and single memory block. Consequently, clock counts are higher than other comparable algorithms that implement higher radices and multiple memory blocks. Higher radices and multiple memory blocks mean higher circuit complexity and complex algorithms for obtaining lower latency. The biggest advantage of our approach is, therefore, required memory size and simplicity of the design. There is no single block dual-port memory-based FFT architecture that uses memory size equal to FFT size in the literature. Nevertheless, we compared our approach against some popular and new algorithms in Tables 1 and 2 for their clock cycles, memory size and number of memory blocks.
We conclude that the proposed approach can find usage in applications where hardware resources are scarce and latency is not the main concern but where soft approaches cannot just fulfil the latency requirements. 
